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The anti-neoplastic activity of novel platinum II and 

IV complexes against A549 lung cancer cells 

 

Rouba Al Sayegh  

 

ABSTRACT  
  
Platinum-based compounds are considered as the backbone of chemotherapy for different 

types of cancer. Since all currently available chemotherapeutic drugs still suffer from 

serious side effects, the need for new efficient and safe drugs is of prime importance. The 

present study aims to investigate the anticancer effect of two novel platinum-based drugs 

AK1 (Pt II-based) and AK2 (Pt IV-based) on A549 lung cancer cells and elucidate the 

mechanism of action involved. WSTassay was used to assess cell viability. Results 

revealed a minimum inhibitory concentration (IC50) of 8.4 μM for AK1 and 43.38 μM for 

AK2 when tested on A549 cells. Similar studies were conducted on isolated rat bone 

marrow mesenchymal stem cells and showed IC50 values of 6.544 μM for AK1 and >124.4 

μM for AK2. Cellular uptake of both drugs using the ICP-MS revealed that both drugs 

use active transport, with AK1 having a faster and higher uptake than AK2. Using comet 

assay, it was demonstrated that both drugs cause DNA fragmentation with AK2 having 

more DNA damage than AK1. Flow cytometry analysis showed that apoptosis is the mode 

of cells death with both drugs. Western blots experiments were also carried out to observe 

the effect of the drugs on key apoptotic proteins. Data revealed a significant drop in 

procaspase 3 and a significant increase in Bax/Bcl2 ratio, Cytochrome c, Parp and 

procaspase 8. In conclusion, both Ak1 and AK2 induce apoptosis through the intrinsic 

pathway. While AK1 exhibited faster uptake and greater cytotoxicity, AK2 was by far less 

toxic to normal mesenchymal stem cells. Further in vivo studies are needed to confirm the 

efficacy and safety of AK1 and AK2. 

  

Key words: Cancer, Platinum-based drugs, AK1, AK2, A549  
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Chapter One 

Literature Review 

 

 

1.1  Cancer: 

 
1.1.1 Overview:  

 

Cancer is considered as the second leading cause of mortality in the United 

States (Siegel et al., 2020). It takes place when the normal body cells start dividing and 

multiplying in an uncontrolled aspect leading to the formation of a tumor. If the cancer 

cells remain in one location in the body, cancer is termed as in situ, whereas if the cancer 

cells start invading other body tissues, it is known as invasive (Understanding Cancer, 

2007). The privilege of cancer cell spreading towards different body parts is a process 

called metastasis. Upon metastasis, cancer cells that become more prone to mutations 

and changes in the phenotype may become resistant to treatment. (Arvelo, Sojo, & 

Cotte, 2016). 

Cancer be classified based either on the origin of the tumor or based on the tissue 

type. If based on the primary site of the tumor, it could be either breast cancer, prostate 

cancer, liver cancer, brain cancer, lung cancer, etc. If based on the tissue type, there are 

six main categories by which cancer is classified. Carcinoma which originates from the 

epithelial cells that line either the external body parts or the internal body organs. 

Sarcoma which grows in connective and supportive tissues (muscles, bones, cartilage, 

and fat). Myeloma which originates specifically from the plasma cells of the bone 

marrow. Leukemia which originates in the blood, and it is divided into several groups. 

Lymphoma which originates in the lymphatic system. Finally, the mixed types which 

characterize more than one type of cancer joined together to form one cancer. (Mandal, 

2019). 
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Figure 1. Hallmarks of cancer. The six crucial hallmarks of cancer are sustained 

proliferation, limitless replicative potential, evading tumour suppressors, resisting 

cell death, stimulating angiogenesis and triggering invasion and metastasis.  

Additional hallmarks, that may greatly add to pathogenic capabilities of most 

cancers are, avoiding immune destruction and interrupting the normal cell 

metabolism to encourage neoplastic propagation (El-Tanani, et al., 2016). 

 

1.1.2 Normal cells vs. cancer cells:  

 

There are several ways in which cancer cells differ from normal cells. The 

dissimilarities arise from the fact that cancer cells show defects in the normal processes 

of proliferation, durability, and differentiation. One of the differences is that normal cells 

reach a point where they switch off their multiplication depending on the bodily needs, 

but cancer cells keep on dividing rapidly in a non-stoppable manner. Another difference 

is in the extracellular matrix of the cells; normal cells display the need for extracellular 

proteins to interact with other cells, whereas cancer cells tend to lose some of the 

adherent proteins making them more prone to interactions with other cell types leading 

to metastasis. Also, when the body doesn’t need normal cells, they are killed by 

apoptosis (programmed type of death), while cancer cells show multiple defects in the 

apoptotic pathway aiding in their long-lasting survival (Cooper et al., 2000) 
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Such differences come from the accumulation of multiple mutations in genes that affect 

the normal cell division process. When mutations begin to assemble in the cells, they 

become out of control and start to proliferate and grow in number (Stratton et al., 2010). 

That is why cancer is now termed as a genetic disease. In cancer, mutations occur in 

proto-oncogenes that tend to change into oncogenes leading to abnormal proliferation, 

and invasion to different body sites (Griffiths et al., 2000). 

 

1.1.3 Risk factors of Cancer: 

 

Cancer is a multifactorial disease which could be attributed to several parameters 

such as the lifestyle of the individual, the environment, infectious agents, smoking etc. 

Tobacco smoking is a major risk factor for developing cancer in organs belonging to the 

respiratory system, but also the kidneys, bladder, and stomach. Obesity, unhealthy diets, 

physical inactivity, and high alcohol consumption are all risk factors. Eating more fruits 

and vegetables were shown to decrease the risk of cancer in the mouth, larynx, pharynx, 

esophagus, and stomach (Goding Sauer et al., 2019). 

Some infectious agents have been recently identified as factors that increase the risk of 

cancer. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) specified some of 

these infectious agents that contribute to cancer in humans: hepatitis B and C viruses, 

human papillomavirus, Epstein-Barr virus, human immunodeficiency virus type 1, 

Helicobacter pylori, and streptococcus bovis. The various infectious agents may induce 

cancer by different mechanisms. For example, the human papillomavirus inhibits 

apoptosis leading to the immortalization of cells. Helicobacter pylori leads to severe 

inflammation of the human body which in turn causes complications in the immune 

system (Masrour-Roudsari & Ebrahimpour, 2017). 

 

1.1.4 Stages of Cancer: 

 

Cancer staging is the key for prognosis. The first staging system came out between 

the 1940’s and 1950’s in Paris, and it is the TNM system (Brierley et al., 2016). According 

to the TNM system T stands for the very first tumor, N stands for the cancer spreading to 
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the lymph nodes, and M stands for whether cancer cells have spread to other parts of the 

body (American Cancer Society, 2017). The TNM staging system is used worldwide, but 

over the years, several factors have been added such as the patient’s age and the histology 

of the cancer. Another staging system is the one used by FIGO (The International 

Federation of Gynecologists and Obstetricians) which is used to stage female reproductive 

system cancer. The classification of cancer provides a basis for controlling cancer and aids 

in finding the right treatment and predicting what the outcome would be (Brierley et al., 

2019). 

 

1.1.5 Cancer Treatment: 

 

There are numerous and multiple ways for treating cancer. Choosing the right 

treatment relies mostly on the cancer type and to which stage it has advanced. Treatment 

modalities include surgery, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, radiotherapy, and targeted 

therapy. Surgery entails removal of solid tumors, and it is usually the first treatment 

doctors aim to use (Types of Cancer Treatment, n.d). Chemotherapy is the use of drugs to 

kill fast growing cells in the body. Sometimes, it is done prior to surgery in order to 

decrease the size of the tumor, or it could be done after surgery to kill what remains from 

the tumor (Mayo Clinic, 2020). As for immunotherapy, it uses monoclonal antibodies, T-

cell therapy, vaccines against cancer, etc. Immunotherapy’s target is enhancing the 

immune system to delay the growth of cancer cells, or even stopping cancer from growing 

to other parts of the body. Radiation therapy is the use of x-rays, gamma rays, or electron 

or proton beams to destroy cancer cells. It could be the only needed treatment in many 

cases, or maybe combined with another types of cancer treatment. Since radiation therapy 

aims to damage the cancer cells that are present at a specific site, such treatment is not 

useful when there is cancer metastasis. Hence, the choice of radiotherapy depends on the 

stage of the cancer. Concerning targeted therapy, it makes use of specific drugs that aim 

to attack genes and proteins, which are entailed to the cancer cells’ growth and durability. 

Usually, it is applied along with other types of treatments such as chemotherapy (ASCO, 

2021). 
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1.1.6 Skin cancer: 

1.1.6.1 Epidemiology: 

      

The skin, being the largest organ of the body, is composed of different layers; most 

importantly are the outer epidermis and the inner dermis. The former, being composed of 

squamous cells, basal cells, and melanocytes, is the point of start of skin cancer. (PDQ 

Adult Treatment Editorial Board, 2020). Cancer of the skin is the most common type of 

cancer occurring in the United States where around 9,500 people are diagnosed daily. 

Women below the age of 50 are more prone to skin cancer than man, while above the age 

of 50, men are at a higher risk than women. The two most common types of skin cancer, 

squamous and basal cell carcinomas, could be treated if the patients were diagnosed early. 

For melanoma that hasn’t spread to the lymph nodes, the 5-year survival rate is 99%, but 

for melanoma that has spread to the lymph nodes, the 5-year survival rate decreases 

(American Academy of Dermatology, 2021). 

 

1.1.6.2 Types of skin cancer: 

 

Two main types of skin cancer exist: melanoma and non-melanoma skin cancer   

(NMSC). The latter, which is more frequent, includes the basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and 

the squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). BCC is most observed in the head/neck area, often 

with no pre-cancerous lesions in as many as 80% of patients. It seldom metastasizes but 

sometimes exhibits a local attack, leading to high morbidity. The mortality rate of BCC is 

minimal, often affected by concomitant conditions, age, and clinical complications, 

though sometimes it is dependent on widespread tissue penetration and metastatic 

distribution involving node or remote site involvement. The clinical characteristics of 

BCCs are extremely variable which makes it hard to have a standardized identification. 

Squamous cell carcinoma is the second largest cell skin cancer in Caucasians. It is related 

to environmental causes, as well as UVRs, smoking, immunosuppressors and genetic 

backgrounds. Mortality is associated with malignant cells' tendency to migrate over 

faraway locations, as well as the age, sex, location, depth, transplantation, BRAF inhibitor 

therapy, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) or chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). 
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No agreement on the SCC classification is consented, but superficial SCC is considered 

the most prevalent variant that often evolves from actinic keratosis (AK) or Bowen 

disease, whilst the overall risk of malignant modification is extremely restricted. 

Nonetheless, most of SCC are distinguished by keratinocyte dysplasia involving 

epidermis, derma, and adjacent tissues. The bulk of metastatic SCCs are from the head, 

the neck, and the skin exposed to the sun (Cives et al., 2020). 

Melanoma is the least common type of skin cancer. Melanoma starts in the melanocytes 

with a high probability of metastasis. It is the deadliest causing the highest number of 

deaths among skin cancer related mortality. If melanoma is primary, lesions are managed 

by doing surgery, but if it metastasized treatment becomes difficult, and the survival rate 

decreases significantly. After surgical excision, malignancy is treated with chemotherapy 

and dacarbazine which is an alkylated agent approved by the Food and Drug 

administration (FDA) to treat melanomas. (Liu & Sheikh, 2014) 

 

1.1.6.3 Causes and risk factors of skin cancer:  

                     

                 The main cause behind skin cancer is the ultraviolet light (UV) that originates 

from the sun. A series of exposure to the sunlight or another source of string UV light 

may lead to the development of BCC or SCC, whereas the severe burns that cause 

blistering to the skin may lead to melanoma. Another cause behind skin cancer is the 

exposure to chemicals (Cleveland Clinic, 2019) Such chemicals could be arsenic, coal, 

some types of oils, paraffin, etc. Patients that have viral infections such as the human 

papilloma virus (HPV) could be at risk of developing skin cancer especially patients 

affected with this virus in the genital or anal area. Smokers could develop skin cancer on 

the lips. Even a weak immune system may put the person at risk for developing skin 

cancer. So, not just one cause lies behind the development of skin cancer, there are 

various factors that either lead directly to cancer or put the person at risk of developing it 

(Markman, 2021). 
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1.1.6.4 How to help treat skin cancer: 

  

Patients with basal cell carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma of the skin, and 

actinic keratosis can receive a variety of treatments. Some therapies are mainstream, while 

others are being investigated in clinical studies. Starting off, many surgical techniques can 

be employed. Simple excision is based on taking out the tumor, together with some normal 

tissue, from the skin (PDQ Adult Treatment Editorial Board, 2020). Another surgical way 

is Mohs micrographic surgery which consists of primarily removing a thin part of the 

cancerous tissue then a second small piece of tissue is removed and checked for cancer 

cells under a microscope and more layers are rubbed out until there are no cancer cells left 

when examined under the microscope. This sort of operation is meant to remove the 

lowest possible normal tissue and is typically employed to treat skin cancer on the face. 

Cryosurgery is an additional type of surgery that utilizes a liquid nitrogen probe or spray 

that aims to destruct the tissue by freezing. When the ice forms inside the cells, the tissue 

is irreversibly damaged. It is very important to manage the freezing temperatures and how 

many times a tissue should be frozen and thawed to be able to cause a significant 

destruction (Clebak et al., 2020). 

When BCC and SCC start spreading to other sites, chemotherapy is applied. Patients are 

given two types of drugs orally known as sonidegib & vismodegib (Gardner, 2020). For 

melanoma, the first treatment to be done is the surgical excision, and if the cancer has 

spread, chemotherapy is applied. Treatment of malignant melanoma is improving as of 

discovering the profile of the tumor based on multiple biomarkers and mutations making 

it easier to direct the treatment for each patient (Davis et al., 2019).  

 

1.1.7 Breast Cancer: 

1.1.7.1 Epidemiology: 

 

Around the world, breast cancer is the second most occurring type of cancer, and the 

first most common in women. The rate of incidence differs between countries and varies 

among races and ethnicities. Upon the development of screening methods and treatment, 

the 5-year survival rate increased significantly increased to 89% between 2005 and 
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2011. The survival rate varies among countries too; African women who are not 

diagnosed and treated early show a lower survival rate than women who seek early 

diagnosis and treatment. As for mortality, breast cancer was ranked the fifth leading 

cause of death in 2012 among all other types of cancer. Higher mortality rates due to 

breast cancer are observed in less developed countries although the rate of prevalence is 

higher in developed countries. High income countries that improved their therapeutics 

and screening methods show a decrease in the mortality rates (Momenimovahed & 

Salehiniya, 2019). 

 

1.1.7.2 Types of breast cancer: 

 

Breast cancer is an abnormal and uncontrollable growth of the breast cells. There 

are various types of breast cancer, depending on the type of the cells that are affected. The 

breast is divided into three parts: the lobules which are responsible for the milk production, 

the ducts which are the pathway of the milk to the nipple, and the connective tissues which 

are responsible for holding the whole structure together. If the cancer reaches to other 

parts outside the breast, it is said that the cancer has metastasized (Center for Disease 

Control and Prevention, 2020). Breast cancer could be either invasive or non-invasive. 

Accordingly, non-invasive breast cancer could be of two types, lobular carcinoma in situ 

(LCIS) and ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS). LCIS is known for the conformation of the 

normal lobules’ outline. DCIS is known for the packing of the spaces with malignant cells. 

Invasive breast cancer is different, and it is characterized by the inability to be easily 

detected; when being detected by a mammogram, the tumor appears as a very small lump 

which is most often smaller than the lumps seen in non-invasive types (Alkabban & 

Ferguson).  Different types of invasive breast cancer exist. One of the most common types 

is the infiltrating ductal carcinoma (IDC) which accounts for almost 80% of the diagnosed 

breast cancers. IDC starts off from the ducts that produce the breast milk, and spreads to 

the tissues covering the breast by passing the duct walls. There is also infiltrating lobular 

carcinoma (ILC) which starts in the milk lobules and spreads to other sites of the body; 

ILC was shown to cause around 10-15% of the breast cancers. Other types of breast cancer 
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exist which are not as common. The less commonly occurring are medullary carcinoma, 

mutinous carcinoma, and tubular carcinoma (Sharma et al., 2010). 

 

1.1.7.3 Causes & risk factors:  

  

There are multiples risk factors that play a role in developing breast cancer. 

Some of the factors that increase the likelihood of breast cancer could be the fact that 

someone is a female, being obese, having family history of breast cancer, consumption 

of alcohol, smoking, exposure to radiations, inheriting genetic mutations from parents 

such as BRCA1 and BRCA2, etc. (Ataollahi et al., 2015).  

 

1.1.7.4 Treatment:  

 

Treatment of breast cancer is done through various techniques. One is the breast-

conserving therapy (BCT) which is the removal of the tumor prior to performing 

radiotherapy. There is mastectomy which is the removal of the breast that contains the 

tumor. Mastectomy could be either performed as total mastectomy, skin sparing 

mastectomy, or nipple areolar sparing mastectomy. Total mastectomy is the removal of 

the whole breast and leaving just as little skin to close the incision. Skin-sparing 

mastectomy is the removal of the whole breast but keeping a natural shape of the breast 

with a skin envelope. Nipple areolar sparing mastectomy is keeping the skin envelope 

and the nipple areolar complex. Adjuvant chemotherapies are used after surgical 

excision to get rid of any micro-metastatic disease that is left behind and that could be a 

risk of redeveloping. Patients who are at high risk, are given systemic chemotherapy. 

Not all treatments are applied for all patients; treatment depends on the size of the 

tumor, the stage of the cancer, and the molecular and biological profile of the cancer 

(Moo et al., 2018). 
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1.1.8 Lung cancer: 

1.1.8.1 Epidemiology: 

 

Lung cancer is the second most common occurring after breast cancer in women, 

and the second most occurring after prostate cancer in men. In 2018 and in the United 

States, 14% of new cancers in men, and 13% of new cancers in women were due to lung 

cancer. Around the world, the rate of lung cancer is increasing throughout the years. The 

incidence of lung cancer is mostly controlled by tobacco consumption, so depending on 

the tobacco use of each country, the incidence varies. As for the survival rates, lung 

cancer shows the lowest rate besides liver and pancreatic cancers. The more the cancer is 

at an advanced stage, the lower the survival rate is. The 5-year survival rate of patients at 

advanced stages is only 5% (de Groot et al., 2018). 

 

1.1.8.2 Types of lung cancer:  

 

Lung cancer falls under two main categories which are the non-small lung cancer 

(NSCLC), and small cell lung cancer (SCLC). NSCLC and SCLC constitute of 95% 

among all lung cancers. Under the main category of NSCLC fall the subcategories which 

are five. The first subcategory is adenocarcinoma, and it is the most common. Subcategory 

two is squamous cell carcinoma which shows bridges between the squamous cells. The 

third subcategory is adeno-squamous carcinoma, and it is characterized by more than 10% 

mixture of glandular and squamous constituents. Subcategory four is the mixed large cell 

(undifferentiated) carcinoma that could be seen in any of the lungs’ cells. The last category 

is the carcinoid tumors (Siddiqui & Siddiqui, 2020). Small cell lung cancer is the type of 

lung cancer that accounts for the smaller percentage which is 14%. SCLC is the most 

bellicose among them all (Byers & Rudin, 2014). This cancer is aggressive because at the 

time of being diagnosed with SCLC, the cancer would have already grown and expanded; 

that is why it is aggressive (American Cancer Society, 2019). 
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1.1.8.3 Causes and risk factors: 

 

Tobacco is the number one risk factor for lung cancer. Besides smoking, there is 

air pollution, exposure to toxic substances, genetics, an unhealthy diet, etc. Although 

smokers are at the highest likelihood of growing lung cancer, it isn’t a criterion that only 

smokers develop it (Malhotra et al., 2016). “Lung cancer in never smokers” (LCINS) is 

most likely to develop in women and young patients accounting for 10-15% of the cases 

related to lung cancer. LCINS risk factors are mostly environmental due to inhaling 

smoke, exposure to radon, and air pollution. (de Groot et al., 2018).  

 

1.1.8.4 Treatment and Prevention: 

 

For early-stage (I-II) lung cancer, the primary treatment applied is surgery and for 

patients whose tumors cannot be excised, radiotherapy is applied. If surgery is successful, 

patients undergo adjuvant platinum-based chemotherapy. For stage III lung cancer, no 

specific treatment exists; it all depends on the size, the location, and whether the tumor is 

resectable or not. If the tumor can be excised, patients are given chemotherapy and if the 

tumor cannot be excised, patients are given chemotherapy combined with radiotherapy. 

For stage IV lung cancer, treatment is applied based on comorbidity, histology, and 

molecular genetic features. So, the treatment could be internal or external radiotherapy, 

combination chemotherapy, and targeted chemotherapy (Lemjabbar-Alaoui et al., 2015). 

Some preventative methods are followed to decrease the risk of occurrence of 

lung cancer. One of the best things to do is get away from smoking. Palliative care is 

also followed, and it is defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as: “an 

approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their families facing the 

problems associated with life-threatening illness, through the prevention and relief of 

suffering by means of early identification and impeccable assessment and treatment of 

pain and other problems, physical, psychosocial, and spiritual”. It was proven that if 

palliative care was used for both the patients and their care takers, it would provide a 

better quality of life to both (Nwagbara et al., 2020). Less exposure to radon and other 

cancer-causing agents is critical. (American Cancer Society, 2019) 
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1.2 Apoptosis: 

 

Apoptosis is a major mechanism in the body in which unwanted cells are killed 

through various pathways. The most common term that is used to describe apoptosis is 

programmed cell death. Apoptosis is characterized by a series of events which include 

the blebbing of membranes, the shrinkage of the cell’s membrane, the condensation of 

chromatin, and the engulfment of the dead cell by neighboring cells.  It is a genetically 

controlled mechanism in which many genes play a role in regulating cell death. A lot of 

cancer treatments are based on developing drugs that aim to target the apoptotic 

pathways (Renehan et al., 2001). 

 

 

Figure 2. Apoptosis signaling pathways. (Fulda & Debatin, 2006). 

 

 

1.2.1 Genes involved in the apoptotic pathway: 

 

Apoptosis is mostly regulated by genes; hence, it is regulated by proteins. Not only 

one family of proteins controls the apoptotic pathway; there are the caspases, the B-cell 
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lymphoma family of proteins known as Bcl2, the p53 genes, and the heat shock proteins 

(Papaliagkas et al., 2007). 

Caspases are part of the endoproteases family, and they play a role in the cellular 

networks responsible for regulating inflammation and cell death. Mediation of the caspase 

pathway can either lead to the inactivation of the substrate or the activation of signaling 

molecules that are part of the apoptotic and inflammatory processes. Caspases that have a 

role in the apoptotic pathway are caspase-3, -6, -7, -8, and -9. Apoptotic caspases are 

subdivided into initiator caspases (8 & 9) and executioner caspases (3,6, & 7). Initiator 

caspases are activated by the dimerization of the inactive monomer. Initiator caspases 

cleave executioner caspases leading to the activation of one executioner caspase which 

activates other executioner caspases (Mcllwain et al., 2013). 

Bcl2 family of genes is huge; it includes 25 pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic 

proteins. They manage to control the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway. One very 

important pro-apoptotic gene in this family is BAX (Mohamed, 2017).  Bcl2 promotes 

cell proliferation and inhibits apoptosis which aids in cancer growth and division. Bax on 

the other hand promotes cell death aiding in apoptosis. In the mitochondrial apoptotic 

pathway, anti-Bcl2 binds to Bcl2 proapoptotic proteins which manage the secretion of 

cytochrome c from the mitochondria (Hardwick & Soane, 2013). 

P53 is known to be a tumor suppressor gene. This gene manages to play a major 

role in the apoptotic pathway. It can interrupt the cycle of the cell and, to help in repairing 

the damaged DNA inside the cells, and to prompt apoptosis (Rivlin et al., 2011).  

Heat shock proteins (Hsps) act in an opposing way to the previous mentioned 

proteins. Hsps don’t help in reducing tumorigenesis; instead, they help in cancer cell 

proliferation, migration to different sites in the body causing metastasis (Ciocca & 

Calderwood, 2005). 

 

1.2.3 The apoptotic mechanisms: 

 

There are two main pathways in apoptosis: the extrinsic pathway which is known 

as the “death receptor pathway” and controlled by the death ligand receptors that bind to 

the cell’s plasma membrane to switch on several caspases, and the intrinsic pathway 
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which is known as the “mitochondrial pathway” and managed by the bcl2 genes. There 

is also the perforin/granzyme pathway which utilizes either granzyme A or granzyme B 

to mediate apoptosis. All these three pathways meet at one end point which is known as 

execution pathway (Baig et al., 2016). 

 

1.2.4 The extrinsic pathway: 

 

Extrinsic pathways require the interplay between ligands and their receptors on 

the plasm membrane. The death receptors are included in the tumor necrosis factor 

(TNF) receptor gene superfamily. The TNF receptors contain a domain rich in cysteine 

that plays a major role in binding to the plasma membrane and giving the cells the signal 

for death. Once the ligand binds to its receptor, extra ligands, known as the adaptor 

proteins, adhere to the previously bound ligand and receptor to activate in turn the 

caspase 8. After activating caspase 8, the first step of apoptosis is initiated (Elmore, 

2007).  

 

1.2.5 The intrinsic pathway: 

 

The mitochondrial apoptotic pathway begins with the permeabilization of the 

mitochondria with the bcl2 family of genes. When the outer membrane of the 

mitochondria is broken, a group of proteins are secreted, and one of these proteins is 

cytochrome c. After the release of the proteins that were hidden between the inner and 

the outer membrane of the mitochondria, caspases are activated, and this is how 

apoptosis is induced (Fulda & Debatin, 2006). 

 

 

1.2.6 The perforin/granzyme pathway: 

 

 

This pathway is utilized by the cytotoxic lymphocytic cells of the immune 

system. Once the granzymes are released from the cytotoxic cells, they go inside the 

target cell through polymerization and the formation of pores in the membrane with the 

help of perforin. Once the pores are formed, various types of ions and proteins begin 
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moving freely in and outside the cells; this leads to the disturbance of mineral 

homeostasis and the paralysis of the cells which in turn activates proapoptotic pathways 

and degrades DNA (Osińska et al., 2014).  

 

1.2.7 The execution pathway: 

  

The execution pathway is the end point of all the previously mentioned pathways. 

They Execution caspases play a central role in this pathway, which when released 

trigger the release of endonucleases that in turn start damaging the nuclear material, and 

the release of proteases that degrade the proteins inside the cells. Finally, Phosphatidyl 

serine is externalized on the apoptotic cells and triggers the engulfment by phagocytes 

(Elmore, 2007). 

 

1.3 Reactive oxygen species (ROS): 

  

ROS are unstable molecules made up of oxygen (National Cancer Institute, n.d.). 

Because aerobic organisms use oxygen to breathe, ROS are highly produced in the body 

which play a major role in the physiology and pathophysiology of humans (Li et al., 

2018). Maintaining normal levels of ROS in the body is important to carry on the regular 

activities. On the other hand, an increase in ROS levels also help in tumorigenesis as 

they activate the signaling cascade that help the cancer cells grow (Aggarwal et al., 

2019). So, ROS have a dual role in maintaining the body homeostasis and eliminating 

cancer by activating apoptosis, and in leading to tumorigenesis as cancer cells produce a 

huge amount of ROS when they sense death coming their way. Hence, being able to 

regulate the levels of ROS in the body at different sites and with different components of 

the cell is of major importance to try and find the right therapeutics that are related to 

ROS (Perillo et al., 2020).  
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1.4 Necrosis: 

 

The term necrosis is used to describe when the inured cells cannot go back to 

normal due to a series of pathological event. The death is uncontrollable and leads to 

swollen organelles, ruptured plasma membranes, lysed cells, and release of the cellular 

contents to the outside causing damage to the neighboring tissues. Unlike apoptosis, 

which is the programmed type of death, necrosis is usually not regulated by the 

activation of the caspase cascade of event, but there has been some type of regulated 

necrosis that have been described lately (Khalid & Azimpouran, 2021). Regulated 

necrosis comes in three types. First, is the caspase independent type in which the 

morphological characteristics of the death are the same as typical necrosis, but this type 

can be either inhibited or speeded up by any changes in one of the major molecular 

components. Second, is the type that is influenced by the inhibition of caspases along the 

stimulation of the ligands of apoptotic death; this type is also known as necroptosis. 

Third, is the type which is induced by DNA damage which in turns leads to the 

hyperactivation of PARP (poly ADP-ribose polymerase). So, what can be concluded out 

of these three different types of regulated necrosis, is that not only apoptosis is a 

regulated type of death, but necrosis can also be controlled (Karch & Molkentin, 2015). 

 

1.5 Autophagy: 

 

Autophagy is a process carried normally by the human body to maintain 

homeostasis. Autophagy aims to self-destruct the cells that are no longer needed by the 

body in order of using them to form new cells. When the human body is under stress, 

autophagy tends to increase its activity (Mandal, 2019). Autophagy occurs by creating 

autophagosomes that pick up the degraded compartments of the cells, then by getting in 

touch with lysosomes to break down the degraded compartments. Autophagy is related 

to cancer in a dual manner; it could either promote the survival of cancer cells or aim to 

suppress the tumor. Concerning tumor suppression, there is a gene, Beclin1 (BECN1), 

that mimics a tumor suppressor gene. Some types of cancers showed a decrease in the 

level of BECN1 gene leading to the suppression of autophagy which aids in the cancer 
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cell proliferation. As for autophagy and promotion of cancer cell proliferation, 

autophagy promotes the growth of tumors in various cancer types. Cancer cells are 

deprived of oxygen implying that the cells are under cellular stress which calls for 

autophagy. The contribution to the tumor cells proliferation is through autophagy giving 

the cells what they need from energy to nutrients hence handing the tumor its metabolic 

needs to grow and proliferate (Yun & Lee, 2018). 

 

1.6 Platinum-based drugs: 

1.6.1 History of the drugs: 

  

More than 50 years ago, a US-based physicist and microbiologist were studying 

the effect done by electrical fields on the maturation of bacteria (Holmes, 2015). They 

first applied an electrical field using two platinum-based electrodes on the bacteria E. 

coli and they noticed that the bacteria have begun to grow in size but not in number; the 

cell division has stopped when the power was on. When the power was put off again, the 

bacterial cells began to divide again. After that they spent years trying to find the reason 

why the electrical field had such an effect on cell division until they realized that it 

wasn’t the electricity that stopped the cell division, rather it was being stopped by a 

platinum-based molecule inside the electrodes. Two years later following the discovery 

of the cause behind the cell division inhibition, they were able to come out with the 

compound behind all that, and that was when they discovered the platinum-based drug, 

cisplatin (National Cancer Institute, 2014). After the extraordinary discovery of cisplatin 

and around three years later, studies proved that cisplatin had a curable effect on mice 

cancer. In 1978, the drug got the approval from the “US Food and Drug Administration” 

to be used in cancer treatment (Wheate & Apps, 2015). 

 

1.6.2 Platinum II based drugs: 

1.6.2.1 The molecular structure: 

 

Platinum (II) based compounds could be either present in the cis or trans 

configuration; the cis geometry was shown to have an antitumor effect, whereas the 
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trans geometry was proven to have no effect on tumors. That is why the platinum (II) 

based compounds that exist mostly have formula: cis-Pt(NHR1R2)2X2 where Pt 

represents the platinum compound, NH represents the amino group that is the group 

which gives the hydrogen bond, R1 and R2 are the organic groups, and X represents the 

group which leaves the whole compound (Mastalarz et al., 2020). The first approved 

platinum-based drug to be used in treatment of cancer is cisplatin which is used under 

the commercial name “Platinol” (Monneret, 2011). Cisplatin’s molecular formula is: 

Cl2H6N2Pt+2. Cisplatin has in its center the platinum ion surrounded by two chloro and 

two ammine ligands in a cis planar configuration (National Center for Biotechnology 

Information, 2021). In aim of lowering the side effects of cisplatin, the development of 

second and third generation platinum-based drugs had started. Carboplatin and 

Oxaliplatin came after Cisplatin with a slight change in the molecular structure 

(Johnstone et al., 2014). 

 

1.6.2.2 Mode of action: 

 

The utilization of platinum-based drugs in cancer treatment goes back to its ancient 

usage in different diseases, and to metal requirement for normal physiological functions 

in human body (Ndagi et al., 2017). It is essential understand how cisplatin and its 

analogues work when they enter the body. All platinum (II) agents share a similar 

mechanism of action. The drug is up taken into the cells, specifically in between the DNA 

strands where it becomes activated. Then, the drug will bind to the DNA strands where a 

sequence of several processes will take place to eventually activate the apoptotic pathway. 

(Johnstone et al., 2016). There are several ways by which the drug could be up taken by 

the cells. It could be either through passive or facilitated diffusion with the help of 

membrane transporters. Cisplatin tends to diffuse slower than other platinum (II) based 

drugs due to the more hydrophobic identity. Cisplatin enters the cell via either passive 

diffusion or with the help of transporter molecules especially organic cation transporters 

including copper transporters (CTR1) (Martinho et al., 2019). 

Once the cells uptake the drug, the DNA adducts form through the binding of the 

drug to N7 atoms that are found within the DNA groove. After the uptake, a water 
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molecule replaces one of the chloride ions in cisplatin. The final structure now binds to 

the DNA, and the same process occurs with the second chloride ion (Dasari & 

Tchounwou, 2014). When crosslinks between the drug and the DNA form, DNA 

replication and transcription come to an end. The DNA is now damaged, which calls for 

different proteins to recognize the damage. Proteins send the needed signals to the cascade 

of events that induce apoptosis (Bernini & Bencini, 2012).  

As the structure is modified between the different platinum (II) based drugs, 

cisplatin, carboplatin and oxaliplatin, their mechanism of action also differs slightly, but 

they all affect the DNA synthesis process leading to the damage of the DNA inside the 

cells (Schoch et al., 2020). Carboplatin has a very similar mechanism of action to cisplatin, 

but it differs in the cytotoxicity. So, when the cells uptake the carboplatin, it binds to the 

DNA in aim of stopping the replication of DNA and inducing cellular death. When the 

adducts form with the DNA, the DNA is damaged, and apoptosis or necrosis are triggered 

inside the cells (Sousa et al., 2014). As for oxaliplatin, it shows the highest cytotoxic effect 

between the three drugs. The main target of oxaliplatin is damaging the DNA through 

allowing irreversible lesions due the difference in conformation of the adducts compared 

to the adducts of cisplatin and carboplatin. In studying the effect of oxaliplatin on colon 

cancer cells, studies were able to discover that this drug activated caspase 3, involved the 

translocation of the mitochondrial BAX, and cytochrome C secretion inside the cytosol 

(Alcindor et al., 2011). 

 

1.6.2.3 Resistance, and side effects: 

 

Various human malignancies became swiftly unresponsive against the platinum II 

compounds due to the different mechanisms of resistance (Martinho et al., 2019). 

Resistance could be due to the inability of the compound to accumulate inside the cells 

anymore, to the increase in the activity of the detoxification system, to the DNA repair 

system functioning in a rapid manner, or to the decrease in the activity of the apoptotic 

processes (Zhou et al., 2020). 

The first used platinum II compound was cisplatin, but the high resistance 

developed and side effects on the treated patients, has led to the development of other 
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compounds. Oxaliplatin was developed and was effective against some of the tumors that 

developed resistance against cisplatin (Mehmood, 2014). Each one of the platinum II 

compounds has its own characteristic side effects; that of cisplatin is nephrotoxicity, that 

of carboplatin is myelosuppression, and that of oxaliplatin is neurotoxicity. They also 

share common side effects such as vomiting, nausea, diarrhea, a severe decrease in the 

white blood cells count, anemia, etc. (Oun et al., 2018). 

 

1.6.3 Platinum IV based drugs: 

1.6.3.1 The molecular structure: 

 

 

Figure 3. General formula and composition of platinum IV complexes. Modified 

from (Wilson & Lippard, 2014). 

 

Platinum IV drugs (PtIV) are termed as “prodrugs”. They came after platinum II-

based drugs in order of improving the efficacy of platinum-based compounds while 

reducing associated resistance (Gibson, 2019). PtIV drugs have an octahedral plane unlike 

platinum II compounds that have a square planar. So, PtIV occupy the center where it is 

surrounded by two amine groups (non-leaving groups), the two leaving groups, and extra 

two axial ligands which makes them different from the platinum II compounds. One of 

the axial ligands is a non-bioactive ligand that is responsible for the delivery and 

activation, and the other axial ligand is a bioactive ligand which has a molecular targeting 

ability. Multiple PtIV prodrugs have been developed to try and reduce the side effects and 

resistance and enhance efficacy. PtIV drugs have the same octahedral geometry, but have 

different axial ligands attached (Kenny et al., 2017). 

1.6.3.2 Mode of action: 
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Platinum IV compounds as prodrugs are administered as inactive drugs that 

undergo conversion in vivo into active drugs (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). They are 

naturally prepared by oxidizing the square planar of the platinum II drugs, and by adding 

two axial ligands (Dai & Wang, 2020). The prodrugs target the DNA inside the nucleus, 

and they are also designed to attack different types of proteins and hormones. Once they 

go inside the cancerous cell which has a reducing environment, they become reduced 

and change from an octahedral geometry to a square planar platinum II state and lose the 

axial ligands. The type of ligands and the nature of the cancer cells are what affect how 

the reduction process occurs. Some examples of the early developed platinum IV 

compounds are: ormaplatin, iproplatin, and satraplatin. The fact that they enter the cell 

as an octahedral structure gives them the right time needed to restrict the interactions 

with molecules, within the cell, before they reach their primary goal; this limits the side 

effects of the drug and the reactions that might occur if the drug has a squared plane 

(Kenny et al., 2016). 

 

1.6.3.3 Advantages of platinum IV prodrugs: 

 

PtIV prodrugs have multiple advantages over platinum II drugs. PtIV prodrugs are 

more stable, soluble in aqueous environment, and they do not exhibit any cross-

resistance with the platinum II drug cisplatin. They can be given orally, instead of being 

given through injection. The pros they carry compared to platinum II compounds makes 

PtIV prodrugs a major filed of interest for scientists to be able to develop antitumor 

therapy with better efficacy and results (Zhong et al., 2020).  

 

1.7 Aim of the study: 

 

Since platinum-based compounds in cancer treatment remains the backbone of 

chemotherapy, the present study aims to test the efficacy of two novel platinum-based 

drugs (one Pt II and one Pt IV) on A549 (human alveolar adenocarcinoma), MDA-MB-

231 (human breast adenocarcinoma), and A375 (human melanoma). The two platinum 

drugs were also assessed for their mechanism of action on A549 cells through a series of 
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designed experiments such as flow cytometry that helps in the identification of the mode 

of cell death (apoptosis, necrosis), western blot to check which protein is involved in the 

apoptotic pathway, comet assay to observe possible DNA degradation inside the cells, and 

Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) experiment that allows for the detection of ROS release 

upon drug treatment. Finally, A549 cell uptake of the drugs was also investigated.  
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Chapter Two 

Material and Methods 

 

2.1 Chemical and Reagents: 
2.1.1 Media and solutions used for cell culture: 

a. DMEM: Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium, with 4.5 g/L glucose / L-

glutamine / sodium bicarbonate / sodium pyruvate. Purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich, Missouri, USA. 

b. PBS: Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline, 1X, with MgCl2 and CaCl2. 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Missouri, USA.  

c. Trypsin-EDTA: with phenol red, 1X  

DMEM, PBS, & trypsin EDTA were purchased from purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich, Missouri, USA. 

d. Penicillin-streptomycin: 10K/10K stock 10,000 U/mL Pen/Strep. 

Purchased from Gibco, Germany  

e. Fetal bovine serum: heat inactivated, sterile and filtered. Purchased from 

Lonza, Germany.  

 

Cell survival assay kit: CellTiter 96® Aqueous non-radioactive cell proliferation kit/ 

WST-1 (4-[3-(4-Iodophenyl)-2-(4-nitro-phenyl)-2H-5-tetrazolio]-1,3-benzene 

sulfonate)was purchased from Promega, USA. 

2.1.2 Flow cytometry kit: Annexin V-FITC apoptosis staining/detection kit was 

purchased from Abcam, Cambridge, USA.  

2.1.3 Comet assay kit and solutions:  

a. Kit: containing the following and purchased from Trevigen, Maryland, USA. 

- Lysis solution: 40 ml Lysis Solution (catalog# 4250-050-01)  

- Alkaline Unwinding Solution: pH>13 (200 mM NaOH, 1 mM EDTA): Per 50 

ml of Alkaline Solution: 0.4 g NaOH Pellets, 250 μl 200 mM EDTA (catalog# 

4250-050-04), 49.75 ml dH2O.  
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- Alkaline Electrophoresis Solution: pH >13 (200 mM NaOH, 1 mM EDTA): 8 

g NaOH pellets, 2 ml 500 mM EDTA, pH=8, add to 1-liter dH2O (after NaOH 

is dissolved). 

- Fixation solution: 10 μl 10X Fixation Additive (catalog# 4254-200-05), 30 μl 

dH2O, 50 μl methanol, 10 μl glacial acetic acid.  

- Staining solution: 35 μl dH2O, 5 μl 20X Staining Reagent #1 (catalog# 4254-

200-01), 5 μl 20X Staining Reagent #2 (catalog# 4254-200-02) 5 μl 20X 

Staining Reagent #3 (catalog# 4254-200-03). 50 μl 2X Staining Reagent #4.  

b. Stop solution: 5% acetic acid solution (100 μl per sample area) 

c. NaOH and methanol: purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Missouri, USA. 

d. Acetic acid: purchased from BDH, England.  

2.1.4 Western Blot: 

Triton X-100, Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), glycine, methanol, polyoxyethylkene 

(20) sorbitan monolaurate (Tween 20) & bovine serum albumin (BSA) were purchased 

from Sigma Aldrich, Missouri, USA. Ammonium persulfate (APS) and Tris base were 

purchased from Fisher Scientific, USA. Laemmli buffer, TEMED, and Acrylamide/Bis 

solution were purchased from Bio- Rad, China. NaCl: purchased from HiMedia, India.  

2.1.5 Solutions prepared: 

 RIPA buffer: 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P-40 (NP-

40) or 0.1% Triton X-100 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% sodium dodecyl 

sulphate (SDS), 1 mM sodium orthovanadate.  

 Resolving gel (10%) (for 2 gels): 8 ml type II water, 6,6 ml 30 % acrylamide, 

5ml buffer pH=8.8, 100 μL 20 % SDS, 200 μL 10 % APS,10 μL TEMED.  

 Stacking gel (10%) (for 2 gels): 4.2 ml type 2 water, 1.275 ml 30 % acrylamide, 

1.875 ml buffer pH=6.8, 37.5 μL 10 % SDS, 75 μL 10 % APS, 7.5 μL TEMED. 

 Loading buffer (2x Laemmli buffer): 4% SDS, 10% 2-mercaptoethanol, 20% 

glycerol, 0.004% bromophenol blue, 0.125 M Tris-HCl.  
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 Buffer for separating gel (500 mL): 90.75 g Tris base, 500 mL distilled water, 

pH=6.8 . 

 Buffer for stacking gel (200 mL): 12 g Tris base, 200 mL distilled water, 

pH=8.8.  

 Running buffer 5X (1L): 15g Tris Base, 72g glycine, 25 mL 20% SDS, pH=8.3.  

 Transfer buffer 5X (500 mL): 7.6g Tris Base, 37.5g glycine, pH=8.5.  

 Transfer buffer 1X (100 mL): 20 mL Transfer buffer 5X, 60 mL distilled water, 

20 mL methanol.  

 TBS 10X: 24.2 g Tris Base, 80 g Glycine, pH=7.6 . 

 Tris-buffered saline with Tween 20 (TBST) buffer: 40 mL TBS 10X, 360 mL 

distilled water, 0.1% Tween-20.  

 Blocking buffer: 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in TBST.  

2.1.6 Antibodies utilized: 

 Anti-beta actin: rabbit polyclonal, reactive with mouse, rat and human. 

 Anti-caspase 3: rabbit monoclonal.  

 Anti-bcl2: rabbit polyclonal. 

 Anti-cytochrome c: rabbit monoclonal. 

 Anti-caspase 9: rabbit monoclonal. 

 Anti-caspase 8: rabbit monoclonal. 

 Anti-bax: rabbit polyclonal. 

 Anti-cleaved PARP-1: rabbit monoclonal. 

All purchased from Abcam, Cambridge, USA.  

 Goat anti-mouse secondary antibody: HRP conjugate. 

 Goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody: HRP conjugate. 

Purchased from Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA. 

 

2.1.7 Cell lines and platinum-based complexes I and II: 
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Platinum II(AK1) and IV(AK2) complexes were provided by professor Janice Aldrich-

Wright from Western Sydney University . The molecular weights and the chemical 

formulas of the complexes are shown below in figure 25 of the appendix. Three different 

cell lines were utilized: A549 (human alveolar adenocarcinoma), MDA-MB-231 (human 

breast adenocarcinoma), and A375 (human melanoma). All cell lines were purchased 

from ATCC.  

2.2 Methods: 

2.2.1 Cytotoxicity assay: 

The cytotoxicity assay was performed on the three cells lines, A549, MDA-MB-231, 

A375, and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). Cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified 

Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Cells were plated in a 96-well plate at 

104 cell/mL concentration. Cells were treated with the drug at (150 μM concentration; 3-

fold serial dilution) for 72 hours. Afterwards, the supernatants were thrown and 100μL 

of WST-1 (4-[3-(4-Iodophenyl)-2-(4-nitro-phenyl)-2H-5-tetrazolio]-1,3-benzene 

sulfonate) was added to each of the 96 wells for 2 hours and incubated at 37 °C. 

Absorbances at 492nm were read read using Labsystem Multiskan MS plate reader. 

Experiments were repeated twice, and samples were run in triplicates.  

2.2.2 Mesenchymal stem cells isolation from rat bone marrow: 

12-weeks old rats were provided by the animal facility at the Lebanese American 

University. The Animal Care and Use Committee (ACUC) of LAU gave the consent along 

with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Rats were killed done using 

CO2 overdose to provide a pain-free, and real fast death. Isolation of the femoral and tibial 

bones was accomplished using 70% ethanol and PBS. By a sterile needle filled with 

DMEM, the bone marrows were flushed out into a 75 cm2 flask. Cells were placed in an 

incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2 for 48 hours. Cells were then washed with 1% PBS and 

DMEM was often changed till the confluency reached the needed point. The mesenchymal 

stem cells were spotted and recognized, under the inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse 

TE300), by their spindle-shaped structure. 
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2.2.3 Cellular uptake Quantification using ICP-MS: 

A549 cells (105 cell/mL) were cultured in 6-well plates. and incubated overnight at 37 

°C with 5% CO2 to allow the attachment of the cells. AK1 and AK2 complexes were 

both used to treat the cells at a concentration of 3 𝜇M. DMEM, used to culture the cells, 

was taken out of the wells, cells washed 3 times with PBS and 400uL of 68% HNO3 was 

added over the cells for 1 hour 30 minutes. The mixture was then placed in 15 mL 

conical tubes and 7 mL of milliQ water was added. The procedure was repeated for the 

different time points: 15mins, 30 minutes, 1hr, 3hrs, 6hrs, 12hrs, 24hrs, 48hrs, and 72 

hrs. The quantification of the cellular uptake of both platinum compounds was done on 

all the prepared conical tubes by ICP-MS. 

 
Figure 4. Calibration curve generated by plotting the peak areas (measured by the ICP-

MS) against known concentrations. This curve was used to quantify the cellular uptake 

of both AK1 and AK2; y= 2.9×107x + 1.9×104 and R2= 0.9999  

Table 1. Conditions and parameters selected on the ICP-MS machine  
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2.2.4 Flow cytometry:  

A549 cells were grown at 37oC and 5% CO2, and plated in 6-well plates at a concentration 

of 104/mL. Cells were treated with both Pt (II) and Pt (IV) drugs at half maximal inhibitory 

concentration (IC50) of 38.3 𝜇M and 99.88 𝜇M respectively. 72 hours after treatment, the 

media containing the cells were collected in conical tubes, and the tubes put on ice. To 

remove the detached cells, 200 μl of trypsin was added for 5 minutes. The detached cells 

were added over the previously collected media. The conical tubes containing the samples 

were centrifuged at 1500 rpm, for 5 minutes, and at 40C. The supernatant was thrown off 

and the pellet was suspended with 200 μl of PBS. 10 μl was taken and mixed with 10 μl 

trypan blue dye to be able to count the cells using an inverted microscope. Afterwards, 

cells were adjusted to a concentration of 500 cells/ μl. When the right concentration was 

obtained, new samples were prepared from the previous ones and placed inside Eppendorf 

tubes. A centrifugation of the samples was performed at 1500 rpm, for 5 minutes, and at 

40C. The pellet was suspended in 100 μl of the buffer and the tubes were kept in the dark 

for 5 minutes prior to placing the whole samples inside a labeled 96-well plate. The 96-

well plate containing the samples was allowed to run on the Guava® easyCyte 8HT 

Benchtop Flow Cytometer. Data collected at the end was measured on FL1-H versus FL2-

H scatter plot. The whole experiment was done on three different timepoints which are 

24, 48, and 72 hours, and each separate timepoint was repeated three times. The kit utilized 

was the Annexin V-fluorescin Isothiocyanate (Annexin V-FITC) and PI (Annexin V-

FITC apoptosis staining/detection kit (Abcam, Cambridge, USA). 
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2.2.5 Western Blot: 

6-well plates were used to seed A549 cells. Cells were incubated overnight at 37°C with 

5% CO2. Following the incubation, cells were treated for 72 hours with the IC50 

concentration of each the Pt(II), and the Pt(IV) drugs. At 72 hours, the 6-well plates were 

placed on ice, and cells were removed and placed in 15mL conical tubes. Tubes were 

centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5 minutes at 4 °C. The supernatant was discarded, and the 

pellet was kept on ice inside the tubes. On the wells, 200 uL of lysis RIPA buffer were 

added, and the extra cells were removed using a scrapper. The removed cells were added 

over the pellet, and the conical tubes were placed on the shaker for 10 minutes on ice to 

allow the pellet and the cells to be mixed. The mixed solution was then centrifuged at 

13000 rpm for 15 minutes at 4 °C to take the supernatant. The supernatant, which contains 

the protein lysate, from each sample was placed in the labeled Eppendorf tube. Using a 

96-well plate and the Bio-Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA), 2 𝜇L of the 

protein lysate was placed with 3 𝜇L RIPA buffer and 200 𝜇L of diluted Bradford reagent. 

This was done for each sample. The samples in the plate were allowed to run in the 

VarioskanTM LUX Multimode microplate reader (ThermoFisher) to read the absorbance 

at 595nm. The results that came out from the reader was utilized to make the samples for 

the loading the gel; 20 𝜇g of each protein condition in RIPA buffer and 2x Laemli Buffer 

containing 9% 𝛽-mercaptoethanol. Once the samples were prepared, they were heated at 

100°C for 5 minutes. Protein samples were heated at 100°C for 5 minutes prior to loading. 

Equal volumes (15 or 20 μl) were loaded to 10% SDSPAGE. The voltage was set at 90 V 

for 30 minutes, then at 120 V for 90 minutes. In the meantime, PVDF membranes and 

filter pads were cut, soaked in methanol followed by water, then left in transfer buffer. 

Once the run was over, gels were transferred to PVDF membrane (Pall Corporation, Ann 

Arbor, USA) and blocked with blocking buffer (1× TBS, 0.1% Tween-20, 5% skim milk) 

for 1 hour. The membranes were then probed with primary antibodies against several 

apoptotic and antiapoptotic proteins at 4°C overnight. Membranes were then washed 

thrice for 5 minutes with TBST in order to remove the primary antibodies, treated with 

secondary antibodies for 90 minutes, and washed thrice for 10 minutes with TBST 

afterwards. Detection of proteins was performed using the chemiluminescence ECL kit 

(Bio-Rad, U.S.A). 500 μl of peroxide solution were mixed with 500 μl of 
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luminol/enhancer solution and spread all over the membrane. The membrane was then left 

in dark for five minutes before imaging. Blot images were finally obtained with the 

ChemiDoc MP imaging system (Bio-Rad, U.S.A).  

2.2.6 Comet Assay: 

Comet Assay kit (4251-050-k) purchased from R&D systems (Minneapolis, USA) was 

used. A concentration of 105 A549 cells/ml was plated in 6-well plates. Treatment with 

AK1 and AK2 using their respective IC50 concentrations was done 24 hours after plating. 

Cells were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2. 72 hours after treatment, KMnO4 was placed 

over one of the wells to generate the positive control, and PBS was added over another 

well to generate the negative control and kept for 25 minutes. In the meantime, cells were 

collected in 15mL conical tubes, and were washed with PBS and then trypsinized with 

200 𝜇𝐿 of trypsin for 5 minutes. Cells were collected and added over the conical tubes. 

The same procedure was repeated on the positive and negative controls. The whole 

solution of cells was centrifuged at 3000rpm for 10 minutes. Supernatant was thrown 

away, and the pellet was suspended in PBS to collect 105cells/ml. The needed 

concentration of cells was placed in Eppendorf tubes with low melting agarose (LMA) at 

37°C at a ratio of 1:10. The solution of LMA was spread on the whole surface of the comet 

slide for each condition. Slides with the LMA solution kept in the dark at 4°C for 30 

minutes. Once the agarose solidified, the slides were placed in the Comet Assay lysis 

solution at 4°C overnight. The next day, the lysis solution was removed, and the slides 

were immersed in an alkaline unwinding solution (200mM EDTA, 1mM NaOH) in the 

dark and at room temperature for 30 minutes. The slides were washed with an alkaline 

electrophoresis buffer solution buffer (1X TBE, pH 13) for 5 minutes, placed on the 

electrophoresis apparatus, and covered with Electrophoresis buffer (1X TBE, pH 13) for 

40 minutes at 20V. At the end of the electrophoresis, the slides were washed twice with 

type II water for 5 minutes, and then with 70% ethanol for 5 minutes. To fixate the samples 

on the slide, they were immersed in a fixation solution for 20minutes, and then with type 

II water for 30 minutes. Slides were paced in a staining solution for around 30 to 40 

minutes at room temperature until the comet tails were observed well under the 

microscope. The reaction was stopped after the observation of the comet tails with 5% 
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acetic acid (100uL) for 15 minutes. Slides were washed from the acetic acid and were 

allowed to try to be stored in the dark for later analysis. For each condition on the slides, 

50 cells were selected and assessed based in the intensity the tail using the Comet Analysis 

Software Package (CASP). The damage of the DNA is assessed based on the tail moment 

index (TMI) which is equal to the multiplication of the tail DNA content of cells by the 

tail length and divided by 1000.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Comet Assay demonstration 

 

2.2.7 Reactive Oxygen Species detection: 

To detect if reactive oxygen species were present, the ROS Assay Kit (Abcam, 

Cambridge, USA) was utilized. A549 cells were plated into 96-well plates at 25000 

cells/mL using phenol red media. After 24 hours, cells were washed twice with PBS and 

stained with DCFDA of 25 𝜇M concentration. DCFDA was kept on the cells for 45 

minutes in the dark and then removed and 100 𝜇𝐿 of phenol red free media was added 

over the wells. 50 𝜇𝐿 of Pt (II) at an IC50 concentration of 38.3 𝜇M, and Pt (IV) at an 

IC50 concentration of 99.88 𝜇M were added over the cells. At 24, 48, and 72 hours after 
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treatment, the plates were scanned using the VarioskanTM LUX Multimode microplate 

reader (Thermo Fisher) to measure the fluorescence at an excitation/emission of 485/535 

nm.  

2.2.8 Statistical Analysis: 

Results were reported as mean ± SEM from three different trials. They were analyzed by 

one-way ANOVA. Statistical difference between groups was analyzed via independent 

statistical Student T-test and was considered significant when p<0.05 (Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons test).  
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Figure 10. LC-MS/MS analysis for the uptake of AK1 and AK2 by A549 cells. Data 

points denote mean ± SEM and are expressed in μM/cell. n=3 from three independent 

experiments where samples were run in triplicates. 

 

3.3 ROS production: 

A549 cells were treated with IC50 of AK1 and AK2, stained by DCFDA. Upon ROS 

production, the DCFDA produced a fluorescent product. The measured fluorescence was 

therefore proportional to the produced ROS. In the below figures (9-10-11), cells treated 

with AK1 showed a significant increase ROS production overtime when compared to 

control group as well as the positive control (TBHP). Cells treated with AK2 also showed 

a significant increase in ROS production overtime with an exception at 72hrs. At 24 and 

48hrs, ROS production is significantly higher in AK2 treated cells than in AK1 treated 

cells.   
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3.5 Effect of Pt(II) and Pt(IV) on DNA damage inside A549 cells: 

The DNA damaging potential of AK1 and K2 was assessed using alkaline comet assay. 

A549 cells treated for 72 h with AK1 and AK2. To reflect DNA damage, the tail 

moment index (TMI) was calculated by multiplying the tail DNA content by the tail 

length divided by 1000. Data shown in figure 20 revealed a significant increase in TMI 

in cells treated with KMnO4 (positive control), AK1 and AK2 compared with the 

control group.  

Control: 

     

Positive control: 

    

AK1: 

    

 

 

A 

B 

C 
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AK2: 

    

Figure 22. Microscopic images of the comet formations in comparison to controls. 

Control (no treatment), Positive Control (treated with KMNO4), AK1 treated cells, and 

AK2 treated cells. 

Table 4. Effect of AK1 and AK2 treatment on DNA in A549 cells. DNA damage in 

A549 cells exposed to no treatment (C), AK1, AK2, and  KMnO4 (positive control) were 

measured by the comet assay and CASP (Comet assay software package) to measure the 

parameters present in the table below. Data points denote mean ± SEM. n = 3 from three 

independent experiments where 50 images were taken at random. 

 Positive 

Control 

(KMnO4) 

Control (C) AK1 AK2 

Head 

Length 

77.3±4.6 225.4±4.6 243.5±7.7 39.9 ± 4.2 

Tail 

Length 

177.6±9.6 33.3±2 84.5 ± 4.6 85.1 ± 5.1 

Comet 

Length 

254.9 ± 12.4 258.7±4.8 328 ±10.2 124 ± 8.7 

Head DNA 

content 

8.5±1.5 94.3±0.5 68.8±1.1 6 ± 0.7 

Tail DNA 

content 

91.5±1.5 5.7±0.5 31.2±1.1 94 ± 0.6 

Tail 

moment 

157.7 ±11.3 2.1±0.2 27 ± 1.8 76.1 ± 4.6 

Overall 

Tail 

Moment 

62.8±12.1 6.9±0.7 60 ± 4.9 36.4 ± 3.4 

 

 

D 
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Figure 23. Tail moment index as calculated from the comet assay data. (n=3). TMI= 

[𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐷𝑁𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑥 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡h] ÷1000. **** indicates P<0.0001 compared with 

control. Data points denote mean ± SEM. n = 3 from three independent experiments where 

samples were run in triplicate. 

 

3.6 Analysis of cell death post- AK1 and AK2 treatment of A549 cells: 

Annexin V/7-AAD staining was used in order to determine the type of cell death 

following the treatment of A549 cells with treated with AK1, AK2, and cisplatin acting 

as the positive control of concentrations 9.6 μM, 25 μM, and 8.5 μM respectively. Flow 

cytometry result demonstrated significant increase in apoptotic cell death 24 and 48 

hours after treatment, and a significant increase in necrotic cell death 72 hours post 

treatment.  
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(A) 24 hours: 
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(B) 48 hours: 
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(C)72 hours: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Cell death analysis at 24, 48 and 72 hours. A549 cells were treated with an 

IC50 concentration to confirm mechanistic cell death. (A) 24 hours, an increase in cell 

death was observed; (B) 48 hours Annexin+/7AAD+ cells increased even more in the 

those treated with AK1 and AK2; (C) 72 hours apoptotic cell death showed a significant 

decrease while necrotic cell death increased notably. Data points denote mean ± SEM. n 

= 3 from three independent experiments where samples were run in triplicate. 

Control  Cisplatin  

AK1  AK2  
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Figure 25. Bar graph representing percent viable, apoptotic and necrotic cells at 24 

hours. **** indicates P<0.0001 compared with control. *** indicates P<0.001 

compared with control. ** indicates P<0.01 compared with control. Data points denote 

mean ± SEM. n = 3 from three independent experiments where samples were run in 

triplicates. 

 

 
Figure 26. Bar graph representing percent viable, apoptotic and; necrotic cells at 48 

hours. An increase of apoptotic cells in the treated groups. *** indicates P<0.001 

compared with control. ** indicates P<0.01 compared with control. * indicates 

P<0.05compared with control. Data points denote mean ± SEM. n = 3 from three 

independent experiments where samples were run in duplicates.  
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Figure 27. Bar graph representing percent viable, apoptotic and necrotic cells at 72 

hours. A significant increase of necrotic cell death in the treated groups compared to 

treatment for 24 hours. **** indicates P<0.0001 compared with control. ** indicates 

P<0.01 compared with control. Data points denote mean ± SEM. n = 3 from three 

independent experiments where samples were run in duplicates.  
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Chapter Four 

Discussion 

 

 

The first platinum-based compound to be discovered was Cisplatin. Cisplatin was proven 

to have an effect on ovarian, testicular, and solid tumors of the head and neck. Its cytotoxic 

effects were identified in 1960, and in 1970 it took place in treating germ cell cancers. 

Cisplatin got the FDA approval for the treatment of cancer in 1978, which shed light on 

identifying other platinum-based compounds that might be potential anticancer drugs. Due 

to the side effects of cisplatin and its resistance, it was being combined with other 

therapeutic agents to treat cancer (Dasari & Tchounwou, 2014). Platinum II-based drugs 

(Cisplatin, Carboplatin, Oxaliplatin, etc.) had several drawbacks (low stability, side 

effects, low bioavailability, and resistance) which led to the development of platinum IV-

based drugs (Ormaplatin, Iproplatin, etc.) (Li et al., 2018). In this study, the aim was to 

assess the biological activity of two novel platinum-based complexes, AK1and AK2. AK1 

is a Pt (II) complex with a square-planar geometry and a central platinum ion surrounded 

by two bidentate organic ligands. AK2 is Pt (IV) complex with an octahedral geometry 

and two additional monodentate hydroxyl (-OH) ligands binding to the central atom and 

occupying the axial position (Casas et al., 2019).  

The anti-cancer activity of AK1 and AK2 was first assessed using the WST-1 assay that 

evaluates the cytotoxicity of the complexes. Three different cancer cell lines were used: 

lung cancer cells (A549), triple-negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231) and 

melanoma cells (A375). Results showed that both AK1 and AK2 demonstrated a dose 

dependent growth inhibition against all three cell lines with IC50s in the low-micromolar 

range which gives an insight that these complexes may be efficient in treating cancer.  

Cancerous cells have a more reducing environment than normal cells have, and this is due 

to lower pH, less oxygen levels and upregulated levels of glutathione (Li et al., 2019). 

Because platinum IV-based complexes are prodrugs that undergo a transformational 

change before they release their active drug, the reducing environment inside the cancer 
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cells provides the needed conditions for them to undergo this transformation and gives 

them an advantage over platinum II-based complexes. Also, due to this reducing 

environment, Pt (IV) complexes show more selective cytotoxicity on cancers cells if 

compared to Pt (II) complexes (Basu et al., 2017). 

The WST-1 assay was also performed on mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) that were 

extracted from rats’ bone marrows. Data revealed that MSCs were highly sensitive to AK1 

treatment. However, the IC50 value for AK2 increased significantly when compared to 

values observed with cancer cell treatment. Such a selectivity gives an advantage for AK2 

over AK1 in treating cancer cells.  

To further asses the biological activity of AK1 and AK2 on A549 cancer cells, cellular 

uptake of both drugs was assessed by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-

MS). The uptake of platinum-based complexes into the cells occurs via several 

mechanisms: passive diffusion, facilitated diffusion through the help of membrane 

transporters such as copper transporters Ctr1 (SLC31A1) and Ctr2 (SLC31A2), organic 

cation transporters (OCTs, SLC22A), and organic anion transporters (OATs, SLC22A) 

(Makovec, 2019). Foremost, findings have shown that metal complexes cellular uptake 

improved with lipophilicity (Puckett & Barton, 2007). Our results show that the ratio of 

intracellular vs. extracellular concentration is high for both AK1 and AK2 which implies 

that both complexes are up taken into the cells via active transport with AK1 being up 

taken into the cells faster than AK2. The mean cellular concentration of AK1 at 0.25 hrs 

post-treatment was around 1834 μM, whereas the mean cellular concentration of AK2 at 

0.25 hrs post-treatment was around 861 μM. The mean cellular concentration of AK1 was 

shown to be always greater than that of AK2 at all time points post-treatment. This 

correlates with the results of the cytotoxicity assays where AK2 had a higher IC50 value 

than that of AK1.  

 

The disruption of the mitochondria leads to excess production of ROS, and initiation of 

the apoptotic pathway through caspases’ activation. The excessive ROS production 

promotes damage of the DNA, RNA, lipids, and proteins which in turn prompt apoptotic 

cell death. The killing effect of cisplatin on cancer cells is shown to be correlated with 

increased levels of ROS production; hence targeting the induction of ROS in cancer 
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therapy is of major importance (Zaidieh et al., 2019). Significant ROS production in A549 

cells was noted with AK1 and AK2 treatment at all time points. A significant increase in 

ROS production was observed in AK2 treated cells compare to cells treated with AK1 at 

24 and 48hrs. At 72hrs, the production of ROS in AK1 treated cells increased drastically 

to become slightly higher than that caused by AK2. The data here provide an insight that 

both AK1 and AK2 may induce cell death through promoting an increase in ROS 

production.  

Apoptosis is one of the essential processes that ensure the development of the human body 

and homeostatic maintenance. Cancer cells exhibit problems in the apoptotic pathways 

which makes it difficult for the body to get rid of them. To be able to detect apoptosis in 

cancer cells, western blots are used to observe the protein expression levels of key 

apoptotic protein markers (Chandra & Tang, 2009). In the present study, western blots 

were performed on AK1 and AK2 treated A549 cancer cells. The expression levels of Bax 

and Bcl-2 were studied. The family of proteins that belong to the Bcl-2 family are known 

controllers of the intrinsic apoptotic pathways. Bax is considered as a proapoptic protien 

while Bcl-2 is an anti-apoptotic protein. An increase in Bax/Bcl-2 ratio induces the release 

of cytochrome c from the mitochondria. Once cytochrome c is released, the caspase-3 

signaling cascade is activated which leads to the apoptotis of the cells (Menon & Dhamija, 

2018). In the present study, data revealed a significant decrease in the expression level of 

Bcl-2 in both AK1 and AK2 treated cells in comparison with the control. Although a non-

significant increase in the expression level of Bax for both AK1 and AK2 treated cells 

was observed, the ratio of Bax/Bcl-2 in both AK1 and AK2 treated cells we significantly 

higher than that of the control. This implies that the Bcl-2 family of proteins is active. 

Results also showed a significant increase in the expression level of cytochrome c in both 

AK1 and AK2 treated groups in comparison with the control, implying that cytochrome c 

was released from the mitochondria upon the activation of the Bcl-2 family of proteins. 

The expression level of procaspase-3 was shown to decrease significantly for both AK1 

and AK2 treated cells with respect to control. The data support the activation of the 

intrinsic apoptotic pathway, but due to limitations in our products we couldn’t observe the 

increase in the expression level of cleaved caspase 3. Downstream of caspase 3 is an 

essential executioner caspase, PARP (Poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase 1), whose activated 
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cleavage is associated with an increase in the condensation of chromatin, and the 

formation of cytoplasmic blebs and apoptotic bodies (Jan & Chaudhry, 2019). Analysis 

of the western blots showed a significant increase in the expression level of PARP for 

both AK1 and AK2 treated groups compared with the control. This reinforces the 

observant intrinsic apoptotic pathway in the treated cells.  

Caspase 8 being an initiator caspase of the extrinsic pathway can be stimulated to activate 

caspase 3, which will assist the discharge of cytochrome c from the mitochondria, 

consequently activating the intrinsic apoptotic path (Raychaudhuri, 2014; Park, 2012; 

Twiddy, et al., 2004). Procaspase 8 expression was quantified by western blotting which 

showed a significant increase in both AK1 and AK2 treated groups compared to the 

control. To confirm that there is no extrinsic pathway, we should further look at cleaved 

caspase 8.  

Autophagy is a process that involves the uptake of the damaged constituents of the cells 

into autophagosome and degrading these constituents with the help of lysosomes. 

Autophagy occurs with the activation of beclin-1 (Menon & Dhamija, 2018). Beclin-1 

protein levels were studied for the presence of autophagy via western blotting. Results in 

(figure 19) showed no significant change in the levels of beclin-1 between the treated 

groups and the control ruling out the role of autophagic cell death.  

The damage of the cell’s DNA is a normal process by which the cell passes through during 

its lifespan. Some cancer treatments aim to damage the DNA inside the cells to restrict the 

progression of cancer. To assess the drug effectiveness and quantify the DNA damage 

inside the cells, a single cell electrophoresis assay (comet assay), is utilized (Lu et al., 

2017). Conferring the production of ROS, the effect of AK1 and AK2 on DNA damage 

was measured on A549 cells using the comet assay. In the control group of healthy cells 

(figure 20.A), the DNA remains confined to the nucleus at which it is not affected and will 

not migrate upon electrophoresis. Cells whose DNA is damaged, will show a comet head, 

representing a longer migration upon electrophoresis generating a comet tail (Lu, et al., 

2017; Hageh et al., 2018). Both treated groups (figures 20.C & D), show DNA damage 

through the formation of the comet tails and heads in comparison with the control group 

and the positive control group (figure 20.B). Figure 21 proves what’s seen in the comet 
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images where we clearly saw a longer tail in the AK2 treated cells; it clearly showed that 

the TMI for the AK2 treated cells is around 2-folds greater than the TMI of the AK1 

treated cells. The results provided by the comet assay support that AK2 has a greater 

affinity to binding DNA, subsequently causing DNA damage more effectively than AK1.  

To confirm the mode of cell death, induced by AK1 and AK2, flow cytometry was 

conducted on A549 cells. Through flow cytometry, Annexin V and 7-AAD known to bind 

phosphatidylserine (PS) on the outer leaflet of the cell membrane and DNA respectively, 

were used to bind and fluoresce to detect the percentage of apoptotic or necrotic cells 

(Wlodkowic et al., 2011). We used Cisplatin as a positive control, knowing its apoptotic 

choice of cell death (Cregan et al., 2013).  Cells were distinguished as populations of cells. 

Quadrant one, stated as healthy, was negative for both Annexin V and 7-AAD, while 

quadrants two and three, stated as apoptotic, were either positive for Annexin V and 

negative for 7-AAD, or Annexin V positive and for 7-AAD positive, respectively. 

Quadrant 4, stated as necrotic, was Annexin V negative but 7-AAD positive (Herzenberg, 

et al., 2006). The trend of apoptosis starting at 24hrs, then 48hrs, and finally 72hrs (figures 

23,24, & 25), showed that the cells took the apoptotic pathway as the percentage of 

apoptotic cells was shown to be significant in the AK1 and AK2 treated groups in 

comparison with the control. The trend also shows that the percentage of viable cells are 

decreasing upon the increase of time; the percentage of apoptotic cells were high at 24 

and 48 hrs and they begin to decrease at 72hours were we saw that the percentage of 

necrotic cells were starting to increase. Data implies that the mode of death followed by 

the cells after the treatment with AK1 and AK2 is apoptosis and tends to necrosis at 72hrs. 

In conclusion, both AK1 and AK2 are promising antineoplastic drugs, which exert their 

cytotoxic effect through inducing ROS, DNA damage and in stimulating the intrinsic 

apoptotic pathway. AK2, provided an added value over AK1 as it showed more selectivity 

to cancer cell than to MSCs which are considered as normal cells. The selectivity of AK2 

over AK1 is consistent with the fact that the octahedral structure of the platinum IV-based 

complex is what provides the ability for interacting with the DNA more through its extra 

axial ligands. Although, the data provided by the western blots stresses on the involvement 

of the intrinsic apoptotic pathway, yet further protein markers can be studied to distinguish 

the activity of extrinsic pathway protein markers that may play a role such as cleaved 
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caspase 8, Bid, etc. Future studies are also required to assess the effect of AK1 and AK2 

on MAPK and PI3K pathways, which have important roles in cell survival. Finally, the 

anticancer effect of AK1 and AK2 on in vivo cancer models (such as DMBA/TPA skin 

carcinogenesis and DMBA breast cancer models), their bio-distribution, and side effects 

are of prime importance to evaluate the effectiveness and safety of both drugs. Besides 

that, a more specified uptake technique should be done to have a better insight on the 

specific mode of uptake that is being followed by the cells.  
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Complex 11/12  

PHENSS/PHENRR  

Molecular formula: C18H22Cl2N4Pt  
Molecular weight: 560.39  

 Complex 13  

P-BUT  

Molecular formula: C26H36N6O10Pt  

Molecular weight: 787.69  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Complex 14  

P-PENT  

Molecular formula: C26H40N6O10Pt  
Molecular weight: 815.75  

 Complex 15  

P-HEX  

Molecular formula: C30H44N6O10Pt  

Molecular weight: 843.80  

 

 

 
 

 

                    






